
Dear ACFE Vancouver Chapter Members,

I trust this message finds you in good  health and  high spirits.

As we usher in the month of September, we find ourselves approaching the final quarter of the year 2023. We
kindly invite you to register for our apcoming virtual event "Formalizing A Fraud Risk Management Program -
Practical Strategies and Tactics," scheduled for Thursday, September 21st at 10:00 AM PST. For more details,

please refer to the attached poster. During this session you will learn how to:

•     Apply the basic principles of fraud risk and fraud risk management to develop an effective structure for

your program.
•     Examine and leverage available resources amongst the three lines of defence to effectively prioritize

program implementation.
•     Determine howtoturn small wins into meaningful milestones, depending on where you start.

The ACFE Vancouver Chapter remains committed to enriching our members'  knowledge base  by offering concise
and  informative virtual sessions multiple times throughout the year, ensuring that our learning resources remain

pertinent and up-to-date.

Furthermore,  we  are  excited  to  announce  an  upcoming  opportunity  for  both  in-person  and  virtual  learning
experiences on Tuesday,  November 21,  2023,  in the  metropolitan area of Vancouver. We encourage you to stay
tuned for additional details regarding our lineup of speakers and thought-provoking topics, which will be unveiled
in October.

We also still have several ACFE Items for sale as part of your continued financial donation support to the Ritchie-
Jennings  Memorial  Scholarship program which  provides an  opportunity for students to advance their education
and  anti-fraud  career  paths. These  items  have  also  been  discounted  in  price  and  are  available to  anyone while
supplies last,  Items include:

6 -Full ACFE Conference Packages

9 -CFE Prep Packages

Your  continued   engagement   and   participation   are   greatly   valued   as   we   strive   to  enhance   our  collective
understanding of fraud risk management and related disciplines.

Kind  Regards,

Nell  Dubord

President, Vancouver Chapter of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
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